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May

The Secret Fiend
The Boy Sherlock Holmes – His 4th Case

Shane Peacock
Winner, Arthur Ellis Award

Sherlock returns with a
mystery set in a time
of turmoil and fear
978-0-88776-853-8
EAN: 9780887768538
US $19.95 / CAN $21.99
Juvenile Fiction – Mystery & Detective
Juvenile Fiction – Law & Crime
Ages 10-14

260 pages

5 1/8 x 7 5/8
Hardcover
Rights: World

12 carton

JUV028000 JUV021000

On Sale: 05/11/2010

It is 1868, the week that Benjamin Disraeli becomes Prime
Minister of the Empire. Sherlock’s beautiful but poor admirer,
Beatrice, the hatter’s daughter, appears at the door late at night.
She is terrified, claiming that she and her friend have just been
attacked by the Spring Heeled Jack on Westminster Bridge and
the fiend has made off with her friend. At first Sherlock thinks
Beatrice simply wants his attention, and he is reluctant to go back
to detective work. He also believes that the Jack everyone fears is
a fictional figure. But soon he is suspicious of various
individuals, several of them close friends.
Set at a time when many in England were in a state of fear
because a Jew was running the country, Shane Peacock presents a
compelling story filled with an atmosphere of paranoia and
secrets and surprises played out on late-night London streets.
Sherlock gets drawn deeper and deeper into the pursuit of the
Spring Heeled Jack, whose attacks grow in number until it seems
that there are Jacks everywhere.
The Secret Fiend is the fourth book in Shane Peacock’s awardwinning Boy Sherlock Holmes series, combining brilliant storytelling
with fascinating historical detail and a mystery worthy of one of
the greatest sleuths in English literature.
SHANE PEACOCK was born in Thunder Bay, Ontario, and grew up in
Kapuskasing. A biographer, journalist, and screenwriter, he is also the
author of several novels and plays. He has received many honors for his
writing, including the Arthur Ellis Award for Eye of the Crow, the first of
the Boy Sherlock Holmes series. Shane Peacock lives with his wife and three
children near Cobourg, Ontario.

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Postcards
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Fiction

May

Also available by Shane Peacock:

PRAISE

FOR

EYE

OF THE

CROW:

“The first intriguing volume in an ambitious new series … plenty of
readers will … find themselves irresistibly drawn into his thrilling
adventures.” – Booklist, Starred Review
PRAISE FOR DEATH IN
HIS SECOND CASE:

THE

AIR: THE BOY SHERLOCK HOLMES,

“This is an exciting mystery, well written and fast paced.…”
– School Library Journal
“This novel is written for the young adult, but adult readers will also
find it satisfying.… The fast-paced adventure is a treat.”
– The Globe and Mail

www.tundrabooks.com

Eye of the Crow
Winner, Arthur Ellis Award for Best
Juvenile Book
Winner, IODE Violet Downey Book Award
Winner, Gold Medal, ForeWord Magazine’s
Nautilus Book of the Year Awards
Short-listed, Rocky Mountain Book Award
Short-listed, Manitoba Young Readers’
Choice Award
Nominated, Hackmatack Children’s Choice
Book Award
Finalist, Geoffrey Bilson Award for Historical
Fiction
Finalist, TD Canadian Children’s Literature
Award
Honor Book, CLA Book of the Year for
Children Award
Booklist “Top Ten in Youth Mysteries,” 2008
978-0-88776-850-7
HC US $19.95 / CAN $21.99
978-0-88776-919-1
TR US $9.95 / CAN $11.99
Death in the Air
Chosen, Best Bet, Ontario Library
Association
Short-listed, IODE (National Chapter)
Violet Downey Book Award
Finalist, Canadian Library Association’s
Young Adult Book Award
978-0-88776-851-4
HC US $19.95 / CAN $21.99
978-0-88776-928-3
TR US $9.95 / CAN $11.99
Vanishing Girl
978-0-88776-852-1
HC US $19.95 / CAN $21.99
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Me & Death
Richard Scrimger

A stunning novel about
life, death, and the
murky space between
978-0-88776-796-8
EAN: 9780887767968
US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Juvenile Fiction – Death & Dying
Juvenile Fiction – Emotions, Feelings
Ages 11+

240 pages

5 1/8 x 7 5/8

Trade Paperback
Rights: English North America
24 carton

JUV039030 JUV039050

On Sale: 04/13/2010

Scrooge junior.
Jim is a fourteen-year-old bully, car thief, and all-round bad kid.
The sort of kid you don’t feel sorry for when he gets run over.
Which he does. Lying in the middle of the road, in a coma, Jim
has a near-death experience where he meets some ghosts and
learns a few home truths. He resolves to smarten up when he
awakens. But Jim’s quest for moral redemption does not go
smoothly. His strange family, troubled friends, and pathetic
former victims all work against him. Me & Death is thoughtprovoking, scary, and hilarious – sometimes all at the same time.
A true-to-afterlife adventure.
RICHARD SCRIMGER is the award-winning author of nine novels for
young readers, three picture books, three books for adults, and
numerous essays, screenplays, and short stories. His first children’s
novel, The Nose from Jupiter, won the 10th Annual Mr. Christie’s Book
Award. His latest adult novel, Mystical Rose, was a Globe & Mail book of the
year. He has four teenaged children, a collection of speeding tickets,
and, usually, a puzzled expression. Visit Richard at his website,
www.scrimger.ca.
PRAISE

FOR INTO THE

RAVINE:

“Scrimger is a deft and funny storyteller who understands early
adolescent boys, their dreams, and their realities…. A funny, scary,
exciting, and spot-on adventure.” – Booklist
“…a thoroughly enjoyable book that is certain to entertain readers.…”
– VOYA
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April

Also Available by Richard Scrimger:
Into the Ravine
978-0-88776-822-4
US $9.95 / CAN $12.99
From Charlie’s Point of View
Nominated, Red Cedar Book Award
Nominated, Red Maple Award
Our Choice, starred selection, The Canadian
Children’s Book Centre
978-0-88776-679-4
CAN $14.99
The Nose from Jupiter
978-0-88776-428-8
US $7.95 / CAN $9.99

PRAISE

FOR

FROM CHARLIE’S POINT

OF

A Nose for Adventure
978-0-88776-499-8
US $7.95 / CAN $9.99

VIEW:

“Deft characterization, a strong mystery, elements of the paranormal,
and Charlie’s unique point of view make for a great read.”
– School Library Journal

Noses Are Red
978-0-88776-590-2
US $7.95 / CAN $9.99

“Readers will rush to find out whodunit, but they’ll come away with
more than the answer to the mystery; they’ll clearly grasp that people
are more than what they seem to be.” – Booklist
“From the mouths of these smartalecky characters come zinger after
zinger, resulting in a laugh-out-loud-on-the-subway read … an
undercurrent of emotion … will resonate with readers….”
– Time Out New York Kids
“Scrimger’s novel is plotted like a story or a sitcom, with the lives of
many diverging, interweaving and converging often with funny
results….” – The Toronto Star

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Bookmarks
www.tundrabooks.com
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Folly
Marthe Jocelyn
Winner, TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award

A love story, a social
history, and an act that
echoes through
generations
978-0-88776-929-0
EAN: 9780887769290
CAN $22.99
Juvenile Fiction – Orphans & Foster
Juvenile Fiction – Family – Adoption
Ages 12+

224 pages

5 1/4 x 7
Hardcover

Rights: English & French Canada
12 carton

JUV013050 JUV013010

On Sale: 03/9/2010

Set in the late 1800’s, Marthe Jocelyn’s stunning new novel is
told in the voices of four people whose lives and destinies
intertwine. There’s Mary, who begins “exceeding ignorant”
(apart from what a girl can learn from family mayhem, a dead
mother, and a grim stepmother) and winds up encountering lust
and betrayal when she becomes a servant in a fine house in
London. Mary’s nemesis is another maid in the household, Eliza.
Eliza also knows lust and betrayal, but she doesn’t know who is
betraying who.
Mary’s and Eliza’s actions will intersect with a foundling home
in London, where Oliver is a teacher who tries to avoid feeling
anything that will perhaps make him live a real life. And then
there’s the foundling boy, James. Who will he grow up to be if he
doesn’t know where he comes from?
In the chaotic way of every life, where the past, present, and
future collide, Marthe Jocelyn has traced a story that is
heartbreaking and unforgettable.
Toronto-born MARTHE JOCELYN is an award-winning author and
illustrator. Her picture book Hannah’s Collections was short-listed for the
Governor General’s Literary Award for Illustration. Her novel Mable
Riley won the inaugural TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award.
For more information about Marthe Jocelyn, please visit:
www.marthejocelyn.com.
PRAISE

FOR

WOULD YOU:

“It is difficult to overstate the brilliance of Would You….”
– The Globe and Mail
“…[an] exquisitely honed novel….” – Starred Review, Publishers Weekly
“The narrative’s strength is in its candor…. A realistic and very credible
account of how one family’s life is inexplicably and unexpectedly
shattered.” – Kirkus Review
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Fiction

Also available by Marthe Jocelyn:
How It Happened In Peach Hill
Short-listed, Manitoba Young Readers’
Choice Award
Chosen as a Best Book of 2008 Young Adults
Library Services Association (YALSA)
Chosen as one of the Top 10 Young Adult
Fiction Books of the Year by the Ontario
Library Association (OLA)
Chosen for inclusion in Resource Links “The
Year’s Best – 2007” list
978-0-88776-773-9
HC CAN $22.99
978-0-88776-907-8
TR CAN $12.99
Would You
Chosen, United States Board on Books for
Young People Outstanding International
Book Award
Finalist, Canadian Library Association’s Young
Adult Book Award
978-0-88776-816-3
HC CAN $19.99

Mable Riley
Winner, TD Canadian Children’s Literature
Award
Nominated, Red Cedar Book Award
Shortlisted, Hackmatack Children’s Choice
Book Award
Shortlisted, Rocky Mountain Book Award
Nominated, Silver Birch Award
A Notable Children’s Books for Young
Readers, Association for Library Service to
Children (ALSC)
Included, Best Books for Young Adults,
American Library Association (ALA)
Honour Title, Canadian Library Association
(CLA) Book of the Year for Children Award
978-0-88776-663-3
HC CAN $22.99
978-0-88776-767-8
TR CAN $14.99
A Home For Foundlings
978-0-88776-709-8
TR US $16.95 / CAN $24.99

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Bookmarks

www.tundrabooks.com
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No Moon
Irene N. Watts

A story of reliance
and resilience
978-0-88776-971-9
EAN: 9780887769719
US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Juvenile Fiction – Historical
Juvenile Fiction – Girls & Women
Ages 9+

192 pages

5 1/8 x 7 5/8

Trade Paperback
Rights: World
24 carton

JUV016000 JUV014000

On Sale: 04/13/2010
Also available by Irene N. Watts:
Good-bye Marianne
9780887764455
TR US $7.95 / CAN $8.99
9780887768309
Graphic Novel US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Remember Me
Winner, Isaac Frischwasser Memorial Award
Winner, Chocolate Lily Award
9780887765193
CAN $10.99 / US $7.95
Finding Sophie
Finalist, Book of the Year, CLA
9780887766138
US $6.95 / CAN $9.99

Did you call out to us, Johnny, before your small body was dragged down under the
water? Why didn’t we hear you? I am sorry! I’ll never forget.
Louisa Gardener is the fourteen-year-old nursemaid to the
young daughters of a wealthy, titled family living in London,
England, in 1912.
Despite the bullying Nanny Mackintosh, for whom she is an
extra pair of hands, she loves her work and her young charges.
Then everything changes. The family decides to sail to New York
aboard the Titanic. An accident to the children’s nanny, only days
prior to the sailing, means that Louisa must go in her stead. She
cannot refuse, although she dreads even the mention of the
ocean. Memories she has suppressed, except in nightmares, come
crowding back.
When Louisa was five and her sister seven years old, their
two-year-old brother died on an outing to the seaside. Since that
time, Louisa has had a fear of the ocean. She blames herself for
the accident, though she has been told it wasn’t her fault.
If Louisa refuses to go on the voyage, she will be dismissed,
and she will never get beyond the working-class life she has
escaped from.
How Louisa learns self-reliance, overcomes her fears, and
goes beyond what is expected of a girl makes No Moon an
unforgettable story.
Born in Germany, IRENE N. WATTS is a playwright and writer who has
worked throughout Canada and Europe. She has published many
award-winning books for children, including Good-bye Marianne, Finding
Sophie, Remember Me, Flower, When the Bough Breaks, and Clay Man: The Golem of
Prague. Her books have been translated into several languages, including
Italian, French, and Dutch. Irene N. Watts lives in Vancouver. For more
information about Irene N. Watts, please visit www.irenenwatts.com.
PRAISE

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Bookmarks
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FOR

GOOD-BYE MARIANNE, THE GRAPHIC NOVEL:

“… Based on true events, this fictional account of hatred and racism
speaks volumes about both history and human nature. ”
– MultiCultural Review
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Fiction

Grease Town
Ann Towell
When twelve-year-old Titus Sullivan decides to run away to join
his Uncle Amos and older brother, Lem, he finds an alien and
exciting world in Oil Springs, the first Canadian oil boomtown
of the 19th century.
The Enniskillen swamp is slick with oil, and it takes
enterprising folk to plumb its depths. The adventurers who work
there are a tough lot of individuals. In this hard world, Titus
becomes friends with a young black boy, the child of slaves who
came to Canada on the Underground Railroad. When tragedy
strikes in the form of a race riot, Titus’s loyalties are tested as he
struggles to deal with the terrible fallout.
Though the characters are fictitious, the novel is based on a
race riot that occurred in Oil Springs, Ontario, on March 20,
1863. Grease Town is historical fiction at its finest.
ANN TOWELL was born in Chatham, Ontario, and grew up in
Wallaceburg. She was co-finalist, with her husband, world-renowned
photographer Larry Towell, for the Dorothea Lange/Paul Taylor Award
for work on the Mennonites, a segment that appeared in the 1994
summer edition of Descant magazine. Her first children’s novel The Hollow
Locust Trees was published by Black Moss Press in 1998. She has four
children: Moses, Naomi, Noah, and Isaac and a granddaughter, River
Annabelle. She lives near Shetland, Ontario, on a 75-acre farm.

www.tundrabooks.com

A heartbreaking history
of prejudice, family ties,
and the loss of
innocence
978-0-88776-983-2
EAN: 9780887769832
US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Juvenile Fiction – Prejudice/Racism
Juvenile Fiction – Historical - Other
Ages 10-14

192 pages

5 1/8 x 7 5/8

Trade Paperback
Rights: World
24 carton

JUV039120 JUV016130

On Sale: 01/12/2010
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February

Word Nerd
Susin Nielsen
Finalist, Canadian Library Association’s
Young Adult Book Award
Chosen, Best Bets, Ontario Library Association

One nerd, one ex-con,
a love of words,
romance … put them
together and voila, a
wonderful novel about
coming into one’s own
978-0-88776-990-0
EAN: 9780887769900
US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Juvenile Fiction – Boys & Men
Juvenile Fiction – Concepts – Words
Ages 9+

240 pages

5 1/8 x 7 5/8

Trade Paperback
Rights: World ex Italian
24 carton

JUV005000 JUV009080

On Sale: 02/9/2010

When bullies at school almost kill twelve-year-old Ambrose with
a peanut to see if he is truly allergic, his mother, overprotective at
the best of times, decides he will study at home. Home is a
basement apartment in a house owned by a kind and warm Greek
family. Ambrose is a Scrabble ace, having played for years with
his mother at the kitchen table. The son of the house’s owners,
Cosmo, also plays Scrabble. But he learned it in jail.
Cosmo and Ambrose couldn’t be more different, but as they
discover a shared love of words and a desire for acceptance, they
develop a friendship that is both hilarious and moving.
Gemini Award-winner SUSIN NIELSEN has written sixteen episodes of
the hit television show Degrassi Junior High and four of the books in the
Degrassi series. She is the co-creator and showrunner of the critically
acclaimed television series Robson Arms. She also adapted Susan Juby’s
Alice, I Think into a TV series. Susin Nielsen lives in Vancouver with her
husband, Goran, son, Oskar, and Sam the cat.
PRAISE

FOR

WORD NERD:

“ … is one of the most delightful reading experiences of the year.”
– Reader’s Choice: Books of the Year by Quill & Quire
“This is a tender, often funny story…. It will appeal to word nerds, but
even more to anyone who has ever longed for acceptance or had to
fight unreasonable parental restrictions.”
– Starred Review, School Library Journal
“… a beautifully drawn character…. [a] funny, wry tale, a tale that
involves a lot of Scrabble (at the championship level), the reformation
of an ex-con/druggie and the coming-into-himself of a boy. And
there’s a bit of love, too, actually.” – The Globe and Mail

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
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Fiction

Mrs. Kaputnik’s Pool Hall
and Matzo Ball Emporium
Rona Arato
Ten-year-old Shoshi and her eight-year-old brother, Moshe,
arrive in New York in 1898 from Russia with their mother and
Snigger, the baby dragon that saved them from an attack by
Cossack soldiers. Five years earlier, their father had also come to
New York to make his fortune, but no one has heard from him
since. Through a series of adventures and misadventures, Shoshi
and Moshe use their wits to navigate through New York City’s
Lower East Side, making new friends and even a few foes: Salty,
the seaman who helps the family smuggle Snigger through Ellis
Island; Aloysius P. Thornswaddle, carnival barker extraordinaire;
Dingle Hinglehoffer, pitcher for the Brooklyn Slobbers; and the
mysterious Man in the Black Cape. With the help of Snigger, they
set out to solve the mystery behind their father’s disappearance,
helping to free the Lower East Side from the tyrannical rule of
gangster Nick the Stick along the way. Mrs. Kaputnik’s Pool Hall and
Matzo Ball Emporium is a colorful tale that blends history and fantasy
with a journey of discovery, adventure, and fun.
RONA ARATO was born in New York and grew up in Los Angeles. Her
work has appeared in magazines and newspapers in Canada and the
United States. She taught elementary school in Los Angeles and
Toronto, adult creative writing for the Toronto District School Board,
and has conducted business writing workshops for profit and nonprofit organizations. From 1994-1998, she was an interviewer for
Survivors of the Shoa, a Steven Spielberg project that recorded the histories
of Holocaust survivors. Rona Arato lives in Toronto with her husband,
Paul.

www.tundrabooks.com

Treat yourself to a
visit to the wackiest
restaurant ever!
978-0-88776-967-2
EAN: 9780887769672
US $9.95 / CAN $12.99
Juvenile Fiction – Action & Adventure
JuvFict-Hist-US 19th Century
Ages 8-11

192 pages

5 1/8 x 7 5/8

Trade Paperback
Rights: World
24 carton

JUV001000 JUV016140

On Sale: 04/13/2010
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Alison Dare, Little Miss Adventures
—
Alison Dare, The Heart of the Maiden

J. Torres
Illustrated by Jason Bone

Alison Dare:
Indiana Jones meets
Lara Croft in fabulous,
graphic adventures

Alison Dare is not your typical twelve-year-old. She’s the
daughter of an archaeologist/adventurer and the masked hero
known as the Blue Scarab. To top it off, she’s also the niece of an
international super-spy; it’s no surprise that a craving for danger
is in her blood! Unfortunately, her parents have locked her away
at the prestigious St. Joan’s Academy for Girls, hoping that this
would lead to a more “normal” life for their daughter.
But despite all the strict rules at the school, Alison and her
best pals – Wendy and Dot – somehow manage to find themselves
involved in adventures that rival those of Alison's globetrotting,
planet-saving relatives. Whether it’s magic genies, super-powered
bank robbers, or a dastardly baron bent on world domination,
Alison Dare delivers the best thrills since Indiana Jones and more
action than Lara Croft!

Alison Dare, Little Miss
Adventures
978-0-88776-934-4
EAN: 9780887769344

Alison Dare, The Heart
of the Maiden
978-0-88776-935-1
EAN: 9780887769351
US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Juvenile Fiction – Comics
Juvenile Fiction – Comics – Superheros
Ages 8-11

96 pages

5 1/2 x 8

Trade Paperback
Rights: World
24 carton

JUV008000 JUV008020

On Sale: 01/12/2010
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Graphic Novels

J. TORRES is the acclaimed writer of such kid-friendly comics as Teen
Titans Go! and Jason & the Argobots. His partner, artist JASON BONE, is an
accomplished cartoonist whose work has graced Spiderman: Tangled Web and
Paul Dini's Mutant, Texas.
PRAISE

FOR

ALISON DARE

AND THE

HEART

OF THE

MAIDEN:

“Filled with life and energy, the pictures seem to move on the pages
as you read them” – Jack Blake, GrayHavenMagazine.com

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Bookmarks

www.tundrabooks.com
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April

Talking Tails
The Incredible Connection Between
People and Their Pets

Ann Love and Jane Drake
Illustrated by Bill Slavin

Pets and their owners
appear together in a
book as heartwarming
as it is informative
978-0-88776-884-2
EAN: 9780887768842
US $22.95 / CAN $24.99
Juvenile NF – Animals – Pets
Juvenile NF – Science – Zoology
Ages 9-12

80 pages

8 x 10

Hardcover
Rights: World
12 carton

JNF003170 JNF051150

On Sale: 04/13/2010

From our earliest beginnings, we have shared our lives with
animals. Jane Drake and Ann Love explore the ties that humans
and their pets have formed. With fun and fascinating facts, they
address Dog People and Cat People. (Why does a cat wind around
her owner’s legs? She’s rubbing her owner with glands on her
face to say “you’re mine.”) They also introduce us to more
unusual pets. There’s Polly the parrot, who lived through the
Klondike Gold Rush to be 126 years old by belting back whiskey,
swearing, and biting gold miners. And, of course, there are fish
and reptiles, rodents and horses, all of whom can be beloved
pets. As useful as it is fun, Talking Tails is a must for children who
have or want a pet.
ANN LOVE and JANE DRAKE, sisters and coauthors, have written many
award-winning books for young readers, including Cool Woods: A Trip
around the World’s Boreal Forest; Snow Amazing: Cool Facts and Warm Tales; Trash
Action: A Fresh Look at Garbage; Sweet! The Delicious Story of Candy; and Alien
Invaders: Species That Threaten Our World. They share a lifelong interest in the
environment and the wild, travel extensively, and, through their books
and presentations, inspire children to be more observant of the world
around them. Ann Love and Jane Drake live in the Toronto area.
BILL SLAVIN has illustrated over seventy books for children, including
The Big Book of Canada by Christopher Moore and It’s a Snap: George Eastman’s
First Photograph in Monica Kulling’s ‘Great Idea Series’, biographies for
the very young. He has won the Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon
Illustrator’s Award, the Blue Spruce Award, and the Zena Sutherland
Award for Children’s Literature, among many others. Bill Slavin lives in
Millbrook, Ontario. For more information about the work of Bill
Slavin please visit: www.millbrookgallery.com/slavin.htm.
PRAISE

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Poster
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FOR

ALIEN INVADERS:

“This is a highly relevant topic.… A good choice for science
enthusiasts and non-fiction readers, this succinct, lucid text
makes global ecology palpable.” – Toronto Star
PRAISE

FOR

SWEET!:

“... A yummy feast.… Sweet! is one tasty treat.”
– School Library Journal
Tundra Books | Spring 2010
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Also available by Ann Love & Jane Drake:
Alien Invaders: Species that Threaten
Our World
978-0-88776-798-2
HC US $19.95 / CAN $24.99
Sweet!: The Delicious Story of Candy
Winner, Hackmatack Children’s Choice
Book Award
978-0-88776-752-4
HC US $19.95 / CAN $24.99
978-0-88776-962-7
TR US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Trash Action: A Fresh Look at Garbage
Selected as one of the best books of
2006 by CANSCAIP
978-0-88776-721-0
TR US $16.95 / CAN $24.99

Also illustrated by Bill Slavin:
Snow Amazing: Cool Facts and Warm Tales
Nominated, Red Cedar Book Award
Chosen, “Best Works of the Season for the
Younger Set”, The Globe and Mail
Included, PSLA Young Adult Top Forty
Nonfiction Book list
Finalist, 2004 ForeWord Book of the Year
– Juvenile Nonfiction
978-0-88776-670-1
HC US $19.95 / CAN $26.99
Cool Woods: A Trip Around the World’s
Boreal Forest
Winner, Skipping Stones Honor Award,
Ecology and Nature Books category
978-0-88776-608-4
HC US $19.95 / CAN $26.99

www.tundrabooks.com

It’s a Snap! George Eastman’s First
Photograph
Written by Monica Kulling
Illustrated by Bill Slavin
978-0-88776-881-1
HC US $19.95 / CAN $21.99
The Library Book: The Story of Libraries
from Camels to Computers
Written by Maureen Sawa
Illustrated by Bill Slavin
978-0-88776-698-5
HC US $18.95 / CAN $24.99
The Big Book of Canada: Exploring the
Provinces and Territories
Written by Christopher Moore
Illustrated by Bill Slavin
978-0-88776-457-8
HC US $29.95 / CAN $39.99
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Cyclist BikeList
The Book for Every Rider

Laura Robinson
Illustrated by Ramón K. Pérez

The best bike book
ever for cyclists of all
ages – from beginners
to road warriors
978-0-88776-784-5
EAN: 9780887767845
US $17.95 / CAN $19.99
Juvenile NF – Sports – Cycling
Juvenile NF – Sports – Miscellaneous
Ages 9+

80 pages

8 x 10

Trade Paperback
Rights: World
24 carton

JNF054040 JNF054090

Bikes are becoming an ever-more vital part of daily life for
people of all ages. Laura Robinson combines fascinating history
(the first bike was propelled by the rider’s feet pushing against
the ground) with useful and fun information, including tips for
the way to dress for safe and efficient biking; what to eat for
maximum body efficiency; and how to select and maintain a bike.
The book features riding superstars like Lance Armstrong as
well as the kids from Chippewas of Nawash First Nations, whose
mountain bike team is coached by Robinson.
Detailed diagrams and charts of different types of bikes, tire
treads, and even road signs, along with bios of famous cyclists
throughout history make this lively book the perfect resource for
both dedicated riders and first-time cyclists.
LAURA ROBINSON has been a freelance journalist for nearly twenty
years, and she is the author of five books on issues in sports. She was
a former member of Canada’s national cycling team and a former
Canadian rowing champion. Robinson coaches the Anishinaabe Racers,
a mountain bike and Nordic ski team at Cape Croker First Nation
Elementary School in Ontario, Canada. Her first children’s book,
Great Girls: Profiles of Awesome Canadian Athletes, became a best seller. Cyclist
BikeList: The Book for Every Rider is her second children’s book.

On Sale: 03/9/2010

RAMÓN K. PÉREZ has been working as a cartoonist for little over
a decade. His catalogue of work is as diverse as the styles he employs.
He has illustrated comic books, manga, children’s books, role-playing
games, collectible card games, and magazines. Ramón K. Pérez is the
creator of a somewhat autobiographical weekly online comic strip
Butternutsquash and the new adventure comic strip Kukuburi.

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
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www.tundrabooks.com

Nonfiction
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March

Which Way?
Marthe Jocelyn and Tom Slaughter

How will we know
which way to go?
978-0-88776-970-2
EAN: 9780887769702
US $15.95 / CAN $17.99
Juvenile NF – Concepts
Juvenile NF – Transportation
Ages 2-5

24 pages

8 x 10

Hardcover
Rights: World
12 carton

A new book from the team of Marthe Jocelyn and Tom Slaughter,
Which Way? is an invitation to explore and understand the concepts
we see every day in the signs around us. Navigating the world
involves many decisions. How do we know which way to go? Will
we pedal or drive? Do we need a map? Will we detour to see the
scenery? This colorful book takes the reader along the right path;
introducing road signs, directions, stoplights, and common
sights that are part of any journey.
Toronto-born MARTHE JOCELYN is an award-winning author and
illustrator who lives in Stratford, Ontario. Her picture book Hannah’s
Collections was short-listed for the Governor General’s Literary Award
for Illustration and her novel Mable Riley received the TD Canadian
Children’s Literature Award. For more information about Marthe
Jocelyn, please visit: www.marthejocelyn.com.

JNF013000 JNF057000

On Sale: 03/9/2010

TOM SLAUGHTER makes his home in New York City. His artwork has
been exhibited in the United States, Europe, Japan, and Canada. His
prints are in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art and the
Whitney Museum of Modern Art.

Also available by Marthe Jocelyn
and Tom Slaughter:
One Some Many
978-0-88776-789-0
BB US $7.95 / CAN $9.99
978-0-88776-675-6
HC US $11.95 / CAN $14.99
Over Under
978-0-88776-790-6
BB US $7.95 / CAN $9.99
978-0-88776-708-1
HC US $15.95 / CAN $18.99
ABC x 3
978-0-88776-707-4
HC US $12.95 / CAN $18.99
EATS
978-0-88776-820-0
HC US $15.95 / CAN $18.99
Same Same
978-0-88776-885-9
HC US $15.95 / CAN $17.99
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February

New in Board
EATS
978-0-88776-988-7
EAN: 9780887769887
US $7.95 / CAN $9.99
Juvenile NF – Animals
Juvenile NF – Science – Zoology

EATS

Ages 2-5

A feast of a book for the very young
This delicious treat of a book about animals and what they eat is
the perfect read-and-discuss-aloud for very young children.
Marthe Jocelyn matches creatures both familiar and unusual
with their favorite foods, and Tom Slaughter brings them to life
with masterfully cut paper shapes in bold colors. Jocelyn and
Slaughter have garnered critical acclaim for their creative books
that introduce children to concepts in the world around them
but also to modern art.
PRAISE

FOR

EATS:

“top marks here for concept and execution” – The Globe and Mail
“… simple and elegant… Young readers will savor the concept while
poring over the compositions.” – The Horn Book
“… an excellent introduction for those just starting to learn about
relationships.” – School Library Journal

Same Same
A different book about things that are the same
Same Same is a delightful exploration of similarities – with a twist.
What do elephants and whales and the universe have in common?
What does a bird have to do with a bee? Discovering the answers
is fun as Marthe Jocelyn and Tom Slaughter team up again to
deliver a book that challenges the mind as well as the eye.
PRAISE

FOR

16 pages

5 1/2 x 7 3/16

Board
Rights: World
12 carton

JNF003000 JNF051150

On Sale: 02/9/2010

Same Same
978-0-88776-987-0
EAN: 9780887769870
US $7.95 / CAN $9.99
Juvenile NF – Concepts
Juvenile Nonfiction
Ages 2-5

20 pages

5 1/2 x 7 3/16

Board
Rights: World
12 carton

JNF013000 JNF000000

On Sale: 02/9/2010
Also available by Tom Slaughter:
One, Two, Three
978-0-88776-788-3
BB US $7.95 / CAN $9.99
978-0-88776-664-0
HC US $12.95 / CAN $16.99
Un, Deux, Trois
978-0-88776-802-6
BB US $7.95 / CAN $9.99

SAME SAME:

“… a book like this is an essential part of the very young child’s
library.” – Starred Review, Publishers Weekly
“Aside from the sheer energy and stylishness of art and design it
displays, Same Same nudges kids to enjoy visual qualities in the
world around them…. There's something energizing about the very
vibrancy of both colour and concept here.” – The Toronto Star
www.tundrabooks.com
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April

I Like to Play
—
Grand
Marla Stewart Konrad

A celebration of
our similarities,
wherever we live
I Like to Play
978-0-88776-998-6
EAN: 9780887769986
US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Juvenile NF – Family – Parents
Juvenile NF – People & Places
Ages 3-6

24 pages

8 x 10

Hardcover
Rights: World
12 carton

JNF019060 JNF038000

This delightful series is the result of collaboration between
Tundra Books and World Vision Canada to bring an array of
exceptional photos from around the world to very young
children. Each book centers on a universal theme, familiar by its
very nature, yet new due to faraway settings and ethnic, cultural,
and socio-economic diversity. Each remarkable photo essay will
foster discussion, observation, and many smiles as children
compare and contrast their own experience to that of others.
I Like to Play presents the many inventive ways that children
find to explore their worlds and to have fun. Grand! is a loving
visual essay about the relationships that tie grandparents
and grandchildren, no matter where they live or what the
circumstances. The country where each photo was taken
is included.
MARLA STEWART KONRAD is a speechwriter and communications
professional. Her career has taken her to Hong Kong, where she lived
for two years, and to numerous countries in Asia and Africa. She is
keenly interested in global issues and has a special concern for the wellbeing of children. She works with World Vision Canada and lives near
Toronto with her family.

On Sale: 04/13/2010

Grand!
978-0-88776-997-9
EAN: 9780887769979
US $12.95 / CAN $14.99
Juvenile NF – Family – Parents
Juvenile NF – People & Places
Ages 3-6

24 pages

8 x 10

Hardcover
Rights: World
12 carton

JNF019060 JNF038000

On Sale: 04/13/2010
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PRAISE

FOR

Picture Book

Also available by Marla Stewart Konrad:

GETTING THERE:

“Attractive color photos shot in many countries by different
photographers … A gorgeous book …” – Kirkus Reviews
“… stunning photographic essays with minimal text.… The combination
of words and photographs evokes compassion and celebrates life in all
its variations.… [A] series that is ideal for schools and libraries,
wherever diversity is celebrated.” – Excellent from Resource Links
PRAISE

FOR

MOM

AND

M E:

Getting There
978-0-88776-867-5
HC US $12.95 / CAN $14.99

“The overall message for children is: Mom is always there for me and
‘she loves me like nobody else.’” – Editor’s Pick on Canadian Living
“Marla Konrad has beautifully captured the special bond shared by
mothers and their children in a worldwide context.…”
– Highly Recommended and 4/4 stars from CM Magazine
Mom And Me
978-0-88776-866-8
HC US $12.95 / CAN $14.99

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion

www.tundrabooks.com
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January

Here Comes the Bride
Beatrice Masini
Illustrated by Anna Laura Cantone

Who can resist a bride,
especially one as
unusual as this?
978-0-88776-898-9
EAN: 9780887768989
US $17.95 / CAN $19.99
Juvenile Fiction – Marriage & Divorce
Juvenile Fiction – Love & Romance
Ages 4-7

32 pages

8 1/4 x 11 1/2
Hardcover

Rights: English North America
12 carton

Filomena is a seamstress who spends her days creating gorgeous
wedding dresses for many lovely brides. And when it’s finally her
turn to be the one to walk down the aisle, she can hardly contain
herself. She gets right to work, putting her heart and soul into
making her dress. But Filomena gets carried away. She adds so
many frills, feathers, and lace that her groom barely recognizes
the girl he loves. Here Comes the Bride is a hilarious story about
staying true to your inner beauty. Accompanied by the lively
paintings of Anna Laura Cantone, this special story highlights
the age-old truth that the dress does not make the lady.
Here Comes the Bride was originally published in Italian as Una
sposa buffa, buffisima, bellisima by Arka. It was nominated for the White
Ravens award in 2001 and named Andersen Award Best Picture
Book in 2003.

JUV013020 JUV026000

On Sale: 01/12/2010

BEATRICE MASINI lives and works in Milan. She is a graduate of

Classical Studies and has worked as a journalist for various
newspapers. Although she is also a publishing consultant,
Beatrice spends most of her time writing and translating
children’s books.

Also illustrated by Anna Laura Cantone:
Mama Robot
Written by Davide Calí
Illustrated by Anna Laura Cantone
Translated by Marcel Danesi
978-0-88776-873-6
HC US $17.95 / CAN $22.99

ANNA LAURA CANTONE lives and works in Milan. She graduated

from the European Institute of Design, where she now teaches
children's illustration. She has exhibited her paintings and
sculptures in galleries in her native Italy and around the world.
Her many children’s books have received national and
international acclaim and are published in various languages.

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Poster
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February

Picture Book

Nana’s Getting Married
Heather Hartt-Sussman
Illustrated by Georgia Graham
Life with Nana is perfect: she always has time to bake fresh
chocolate chip cookies, tell wonderful bedtime stories, and knit
cozy mittens and socks and turtleneck sweaters. Perfect, that is,
until she meets Bob. All of a sudden, Nana’s too busy for baking
and storytelling and knitting. She’s spending her time talking on
the phone, giggling, taking long bubble baths, singing love songs,
and putting on makeup! What can one aggrieved little boy do to
get back Nana – just the way she was?
Complemented by the playful, quirky, chalk-pastel art of
Georgia Graham, Nana’s Getting Married will ring a familiar bell with
every child who has had to share the attention of a beloved adult.
What’s more, it demonstrates hilariously that love has nothing to
do with age.
HEATHER HARTT-SUSSMAN, born in Montreal, graduated from Brandeis
University and attended the Sorbonne. She has been a copywriter for
BCP in Montreal, a reporter for the Hollywood Reporter, editor-in-chief of
international news for TV Guide in French Canada, columnist of the
popular “Heather Hartt in Hollywood,” and host of E! Entertainment
Television’s The Gossip Show. Nana’s Getting Married is her first book. Heather
Hartt-Sussman lives in Toronto with her husband, sons Scotty and Jack,
and the family dog.
GEORGIA GRAHAM, born and raised in Calgary, has been using chalk
pastels since childhood. She began using artwork to entertain children
in her Sunday school class and has illustrated several children’s books,
including Wanda and the Wild Hair and Wanda and the Frogs, by Barbara Azore.
The Lime Green Secret, which she wrote and illustrated, was published to
critical acclaim. Georgia Graham lives on a tree farm in central Alberta
with her husband and dog, Ginger. For more information about the
work of Georgia Graham please visit: www.georgiagraham.com.

A quirky and hilarious
love story
978-0-88776-911-5
EAN: 9780887769115
US $17.95 / CAN $19.99
Juvenile Fiction – Marriage & Divorce
Juvenile Fiction – Multigenerational
Ages 4-7

32 pages

8 x 10

Hardcover
Rights: World
12 carton

JUV013020 JUV013030

On Sale: 02/9/2010

Also illustrated by Georgia Graham:
The Lime Green Secret
Written and illustrated by Georgia Graham
978-0-88776-841-5
HC US $19.95 / CAN $21.99

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Poster

www.tundrabooks.com
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February

The Red Scarf
Anne Villeneuve

An almost
wordless story that
speaks volumes
978-0-88776-989-4
EAN: 9780887769894
US $17.95 / CAN $19.99
Juvenile Fiction – Social Situations
Juvenile Fiction – New Experience
Ages 5-7

40 pages

9 x 11

Hardcover
Rights: English North America
12 carton

JUV039000 JUV039090

On Sale: 02/9/2010

Amazing stories can be told with almost no words, as Anne
Villeneuve demonstrates in The Red Scarf, originally published in
French as L’echarpe rouge.
One day, a taxi driver finds a red scarf left behind in his cab
by a customer. Determined to find the scarf’s owner, the cabbie
unknowingly walks into a world filled with strange characters: a
friendly lizard, a mischievous bear, a fearsome lion and his tamer,
a daredevil, and a mysterious magician. Before he knows it, the
cabbie becomes part of the show. Young readers will relish this
almost wordless picture book about a seemingly ordinary day,
which quickly turns into an extraordinary adventure.
ANNE VILLENEUVE’s art has appeared in magazines, ads, and so many
children’s books that she’s lost count. Her illustrations for children’s
books have won her many honors, including the Governor General’s
Literary Award – Children’s Illustration and the TD Canadian
Children’s Literature Award for L’echarpe rouge (The Red Scarf), which she
both wrote and illustrated. According to Anne, happiness can be found
at the end of a dock. She loves Romeo and Juliette, her cats. They
like her too, as long as she gives them food. Anne Villeneuve lives
in Quebec.

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Poster
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March

Picture Book

Sail Away With Me
Jane Collins-Philippe
Illustrated by Laura Beingessner
Jane Collins-Philippe loves the sea – after all she has spent many
years living on a sailboat – and she has collected verses old and
new to share her understanding and affection. Some of the
poems will be familiar, like Eugene Field’s “Wynken, Blynken and
Nod.” Others are from Collins-Philippe’s own pen and are sure
to become favorites. Who could resist a poem about a ship with a
hippo for a captain and a giraffe named Joyce for a lookout?
Laura Beingessner’s charming art is the perfect complement
to a collection that will delight children, whether they are old
salts or landlubbers.
JANE COLLINS-PHILIPPE grew up in Toronto and was a teacher. She
became a committed and effective advocate for people with disabilities
and worked closely with People First, an organization formed and run
by people with developmental disabilities. For over twenty years, she has
lived life at sea on a sailboat with her husband, splitting her time
between the Mediterranean and France.
LAURA BEINGESSNER has loved to draw and paint ever since she was a
little girl. She is the illustrator of several books for children including
Our Corner Grocery Store by Joanne Shwartz and If the Shoe Fits, a New York
Public Library’s 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing pick. She lives in
Toronto with her husband and son.

Catch the breeze
and ride the waves,
get carried away by
this lovely new
collection of poems
978-0-88776-842-2
EAN: 9780887768422
US $15.95 / CAN $17.99
Juvenile Fiction – Bedtime & Dreams
Juvenile Fiction
Ages 3-6

32 pages

8 x 10

Hardcover
Rights: World
12 carton

JUV010000 JUV000000

On Sale: 03/9/2010

Also illustrated by Laura Beingessner:
Our Corner Grocery Store
Written by Joanne Schwartz
Illustrated by Laura Beingessner
978-0-88776-868-2
HC US $19.95 / CAN $21.99

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Poster

www.tundrabooks.com
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Topsy-Turvy Town
Luc Melanson

Spend time in a town
like no other
978-0-88776-920-7
EAN: 9780887769207
US $17.95 / CAN $19.99
Juvenile Fiction – Concepts
Juvenile Fiction – Humorous Stories
Ages 2-5

32 pages

10 1/2 x 10 1/2
Hardcover

Rights: English North America
12 carton

JUV009000 JUV019000

On Sale: 03/9/2010

26

Join one special boy on a journey through Topsy-Turvy Town. The
place he lives is a town where it rains broccoli that crunches when
it lands on the tops of umbrellas, where police officers march to
a very different beat, where you can go fishing in your living
room or even juggle a wildcat before bedtime. But not everybody
shares his vision of Topsy-Turvy Town. His big sister thinks the very
idea is crazy. His aunt thinks he’s making it up. As for Dad, he
ignores the weird and wonderful things his son sees. Luckily, he
can share his imaginative world with someone who understands,
his mom.
Author and an illustrator LUC MELANSON has published numerous
books for children including Pink, Four Little Old Men: A (Mostly) True Tale from
a Small Cajun Town, Redheaded Robbie's Christmas Story Edition 1, and The Grand
Journey of Mr. Man. He won the Governor General’s Literary Award –
Children’s Illustration in 2002 for Le grand voyage de monsieur. The book
was also an IBBY CANADA choice book in 2003 and has been
translated into Chinese, Korean, Spanish, and Galician. Luc Melanson
lives in Montreal, Quebec.
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May

Picture Book

The story of Mr. Duck and Mr. Rabbit is a lesson to us all about
reaching out. Every morning, Mr. Duck and Mr. Rabbit hurry
past each other on their way to work and every evening they hurry
past each other on their way home. Their paths cross in the town
square and in the street and even in the park, but though both of
them are dreadfully lonely, neither has the courage to speak
With very simple text and gorgeous illustrations, Natalia
Colombo has created a book that will challenge the reader to
realize that friendships are precious and there are opportunities
for friendship all around us, if only we pay attention.

A charming story about
seeing what is right
underneath one’s nose

So Close
Natalia Colombo

978-1-77049-207-3
EAN: 9781770492073
US $17.95 / CAN $19.99
Juvenile Fiction – Animals
Juvenile Fiction – Friendship
Ages 4-7

NATALIA COLOMBO studied at the Architecture and Graphic Design
Faculty of Buenos Aires, the city where she lives. She works for many
newspapers, including La Nacion and takes part in art exhibitions. She
also illustrates text books and picture books for children

www.tundrabooks.com

24 pages

8 x 10

Hardcover
Rights: English North America
12 carton

JUV002000 JUV039060

On Sale: 05/11/2010
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The Weber Street
Wonder Work Crew
Maxwell Newhouse

The kids of Weber Street –
and everywhere – have
a lot to offer
978-0-88776-913-9
EAN: 9780887769139
US $17.95 / CAN $19.99
Juvenile NF – Crafts & Hobbies
Juvenile NF – Activity Books
Ages 4-7

24 pages

10 x 8

Hardcover
Rights: World
12 carton

JNF015000 JNF001000

On Sale: 05/11/2010

For some families, part-time jobs for children are a way to
impart all kinds of skills and experience. For others, it’s a matter
of necessity if kids want spending money. Maxwell Newhouse,
who is a plumber as well as an author and artist, understands
this. The Weber Street Wonder Work Crew is a group of kids who have
lots to offer their neighbors: from babysitting cranky toddlers to
lending a hand in a garden, washing windows, and even helping
an elderly lady who needs support to keep up with her friends
online.
Lively folk-style paintings work with a simple text to inspire
kids to take part in their own communities.
MAXWELL NEWHOUSE is a highly accomplished folk artist whose work
has been widely exhibited in galleries across Canada. He has illustrated
the critically acclaimed The RCMP Musical Ride, written by the artist
himself, as well as Laura Secord: A Story of Courage, Emily Carr: At the Edge of the
World, Let’s Go for a Ride – a finalist for the Governor General’s Literary
Award in Children’s Illustration – and The House That Max Built. Please visit
his website at www.maxwellnewhouse.com.

Also available by Maxwell Newhouse:
The RCMP Musical Ride
HC - 978-0-88776-683-1
US $15.96 / CAN $22.99
Let's Go For A Ride
Finalist, Governor General’s Literary Award –
Children’s Illustration
Nominated, Chocolate Lily Award
978-0-88776-748-7
HC US $16.95 / CAN $22.99
The House That Max Built
978-0-88776-774-6
HC US $18.95 / CAN $22.99

PRAISE

FOR

THE HOUSE THAT MAX BUILT:

“Warmly rendered folk-art-style oil paintings show the house coming
together over time. Varied perspectives focus on the people as much
as on the work they do, reinforcing the importance of teamwork and
specialization.” – School Library Journal
“Children intrigued by construction will enjoy the level of detail, which
includes a look at a variety as well as the exploits of Max’s troubleseeking terrier. Fresh and informative.” – Booklist

MARKETING:
• Trade and consumer

advertising
• On-line promotion
• Poster
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February

Board Book

Off We Go!
Beverley Abramson
New in board book format, critically acclaimed Off We Go! is an
invitation to explore the joys of movement. Children spin and
whirl, run, jump, and climb through the seasons in photographs
that beg for discussion and storytelling.
Whether it is flying a kite or kicking a ball, skipping on the
grass or riding a tricycle, Beverley Abramson has captured kids
experiencing the sheer pleasure of exploring the world through
movement. Best of all, she encourages children to discover the
fun of physical play for themselves.
BEVERLEY ABRAMSON is an award-winning photographer known for
her distinctive style, marked by empathy and wit. Photo essays and
personal stories that she has written have been published nationally, and
her work has been exhibited extensively. Beverley Abramson lives in
Toronto. Please visit her website at www.beverleyabramson.com.
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